lunch special
ALL YOU
CAN EAT
AVAILABLE EVERY DAY
FROM OPEN TO 4PM
Limited to Gyu-Kaku Hawaii locations only.

$22.95 PER PERSON
$14.95 KID’S PRICE
AGES 6–12
70 MIN • 26 ITEMS

ALL YOU CAN EAT RULES AND RESTRICTIONS
*Whole party must order Lunch Special All You Can Eat course. There is a 70 minute time limit for Lunch Special All You Can Eat Course for ordering all food and desserts, which starts from when the first order is placed. Last call will be 15 minutes prior to the end of your 70 minutes time limit. Only 2 items will be served per person at a time. All uneaten/unfinished orders will be charged to your bill at à la carte menu prices. This will be judged at the Manager’s discretion. We will not provide any takeout boxes for any leftover food. Substitutions for any items not included or listed in the Lunch Special All You Can Eat course will not be provided. Other rules and restrictions may apply.
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$14.95 KID’S PRICE AGES 6-12
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MUST TRY!
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APPETIZERS
& STARTERS

Gyu-Sushi* 2 pcs
165 Cal
Uniquely crafted premium roast beef sushi with a splash of our Japanese shoyu barbecue sauce and dotted with wasabi. No added soy sauce or wasabi necessary!

Shio Negi Tofu
170 Cal
Cheese Wontons
470 Cal
Fried Pork Gyoza Dumplings
480 Cal
Spicy Cabbage Salad
170 Cal
Edamame
200 Cal
Half Gyu-Kaku Salad
160 Cal

SAVORY SENSATION IN EVERY BITE!

BBQ ITEMS

Kobe Style Nakaochi Rib*
270 Cal
Between the bone cubic rib steaks from American-raised Kobe Beef. Served w/ premium gluten-free dipping sauce

Yaki-Shabu Beef*
180 Cal
Toro Beef*
230 Cal
Chicken Thigh*
120 Cal
Garlic Shoyu Chicken*
130 Cal

Juicy and Flavorful

Buta Yaki*
180 Cal
Pork Belly*
510 Cal
Shrimp Garlic*
200 Cal
Horumon*
200 Cal
Liver*
130 Cal

Vegetables

Garlic Mushroom
290 Cal
Broccoli
110 Cal
Shishito Peppers
198 Cal
Zucchini
25 Cal

RICE & SOUP

White Rice
340 Cal
Miso Soup
35 Cal
Seaweed Soup
30 Cal

DESSERT

S’mores 2 pcs
220 Cal

*These items may be served raw or undercooked, or contain raw or undercooked ingredients. Consuming raw or undercooked meats, poultry, seafood, shellfish, or eggs may increase risk of foodborne illness. Calorie information is based on standard recipes and product formulations. Variations may occur due to differences in preparation, serving sizes, ingredients, or special orders. 2000 calories a day is used for general nutrition advice, but calorie needs vary. Additional nutritional information available upon request.